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Fiction – Thriller & Suspense

THE FIRE MAN
Iain Adams

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784622152
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

After fortuitously receiving his first big break, a multi-million pound
fire claim investigation for a major international insurer, Drew
McRae, an ordinary and determined claims adjuster, discovers that
things are not as they seem. In an effort to prove the fraud he
stumbles upon, he becomes aware that forces are at work to
impede his efforts. He doesn’t realise it, but the game has only just
begun... Based on true experience, Iain Adams takes readers behind
the scenes in an industry where illegitimate billions are made
annually, across the globe. The Fire Man is an authentic
contemporary crime novel set in London, the Midlands, Dublin and
Greece.

BALL OF CONFUSION
Ian Black

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622190
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Millennium Jones is an American foreign correspondent, embroiled
in a melting pot, in London. She abhors those slaughtering innocents
for their cause, and reasons unreason with two convicts for her
documentary “One Man's Good is Another Man’s Evil”. As three
culturally diverse life-paths intersect, Millie sits on the fence,
between a tramp and a terrorist: a sweet Englishman born into bad,
and one hell-bent-on-heaven Iraqi, who’s heard it all before.
Emotions flow – rage, belly laughs, bewilderment... and then woe, as
death’s knell tolls, and a Ball of Confusion blows one mind to either:
follow the guided path... or choose another route.
Mother Nature spins our world. Human nature spins our minds.
2
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Fiction – Thriller & Suspense

RUN WITH THE BRAVE
e

+ book

Mike Woodhams

MI6 operative, Frank Ryder, is assisting a team of American Special
Forces tasked with disabling two major dams in northern Iran. Their
spy networks in Tehran have been compromised, the operation
brought to a halt, and British Intelligence have been called in to help.
As Ryder leads the group through the hostile wilderness of the
Zagros Mountains, they are met with a series of hazardous
escapades, hardship and privation. With a traitor in their midst, is it
too late for them to destroy the base and save the State of Israel
from the deadly nuclear warheads launched in its direction?
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Paths of Courage ISBN 9781783062409 £7.99

e

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622459
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

MURDER IN COURT
THREE

+ book

Ian Simpson

“Ian Simpson is a real find” – Alexander McCall Smith
When a leading QC is found dead after a function at the law courts
in Edinburgh, rumour has it that he had been having an affair with
the wife of a senior police officer. Detective Inspector Flick Fortune
and Detective Sergeant Bagawath Chandavarkar (Baggo) encounter
hazy memories, awkward lawyers and a fervent religious group. In
the background, a multi-million pound fraud trial reaches its
conclusion as unorthodox methods are needed to reach the truth...
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Murder of Page One ISBN 9781780880624 £7.99
Murder on the Second Tee ISBN 9781783065868 £7.99

3

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784622138
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Thriller & Suspense

WHITE
CHURCH,
BLACK
MOUNTAIN
Thomas Paul Burgess

e

+ book

“Paul Burgess segues perfectly between the darkest days of the early 1970s into a
jagged, fractured, contemporary Belfast”
Henry McDonald, The Guardian
“Burgess effortlessly makes the transition from punk prophet to full-blown novelist,
delivering a compelling account of life in the shadows of Belfast's Black Mountain.
An outstanding debut.”
Barry McIlheney, CEO, Professional Publishers Association
In Belfast, Northern Ireland, the fragile Peace Process is still haunted by the crimes of the past. Truth and
justice have become the currency through which victim and terrorist alike must purchase their closure
regarding the conflict...
When Detective Inspector Dan Watson of the Historical Enquiries Team enters an interview room for a
routine consultation, he is astonished by the recognition of an eerily familiar face – Eban Barnard, the
younger brother of his late partner and mentor Detective Superintendent Alex, who was brutally
assassinated by the Provisional IRA twenty years earlier. What Dan learns in that room defies credulity and
threatens to open up a Pandora’s Box of secrets that will unhinge the lives of all those involved – and
endanger the very peace process itself.
Based on actual events, and set against the backdrop of a society’s hunger for redemptive catharsis, White
Church, Black Mountain is a tightly-constructed, fast-paced
novel that follows the dysfunctional life of the misanthropic
28th February 2015
Eban as he traverses a generation of secrets and lies.
9781784621612
Exploring a panoply of themes – including prejudice,
£9.99
corruption, retribution and abiding grace – it will by enjoyed
Paperback
by fans of political thrillers.
4
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Horror

ACID BUBBLES

Paul H. Round
“August, 1971.
My raging hormones triggered events that would change the course of my
life forever.”
Seventeen-year-old Peter was just a typical teenager, looking for a good time. After a night out
with a friend looking for sexual fulfilment, he awakes to find that it’s two year’s in the future –
and he has no memory of how he’s got there.
Peter quickly realises that he’s become something quite different from his younger self. To his
horror, he discovers that he’s at the centre of a violent drug-dealing culture, where dangerous
vile characters – including his homicidal twin – are searching for him, asking questions that he
can no longer answer. All the money in his possession has disappeared. He is only too aware
his former associates will want their pound of flesh...
Four decades later, Peter is involved in another harsh battle for survival. During this fight
he meets two fascinating creatures: Jennifer, who becomes the love of his life, and a
strange and beguiling temptress, who reveals – through torture – the twisted secrets of his
lost years.
Upon discovering the truth about his brutal past, Peter
decides on a course of action that sees him cast into a
world of uncertainty, where nothing stays the same for
long...
5

28th March 2015
9781784621995
£15.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Crime

TRUST BUT A FEW
Thomas M. Johnsson

e

+ book

Alex McBain is a crime lord who controls drugs, moneylending and
prostitution in most of the north of the city. He has been pursued for
years by local cop Erik Allensen, who suspects that McBain has millions
of dirty money in cash in safe deposit with a Glasgow bank.

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622558
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

South of the river, Usman Malik and his family have the monopoly on
drugs, and they have their sights set on taking over the McBain empire.
James Eastman, a commercial lawyer, is conned into giving advice to
McBain, but he soon sees an opportunity to get some rewards himself.
Who will end up with the millions... and the McBain empire?

PILLARS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Marina Dean

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622466
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Nearly everyone had the opportunity, but who murdered Ingrid
Roper? The obvious suspect is Ingrid’s jealous husband, Abdullah, but
Christy finds it odd that Ingrid’s secretary, Barbara, was absent when
the murder took place. DCI Christy delves into the greed, corruption
and incompetence surrounding the university, but when Abdullah is
murdered, Christy is forced to re-examine the case entirely...
In this murder mystery, how the murders are solved is less
important than the struggle for power...
6
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Fiction – Adventure

CITY OF DARKNESS

WHAT WOULD YOU TAKE TO
AVOID THE DARK?

e

+ book

D P Wright

Detective Sebastian Kessler lives and works within the towering
metropolis of Dis, a toxic urban sprawl where every day is a battle
for light, a fight for better air and a struggle to live. Within this
urban tomb, Kessler tries to escape the daily grind through a drink
and drug habit that has spiralled out of control, an addiction that
gets him into serious trouble with local crime boss ‘Little Chi’.
With work hard to come by and credits running low, Kessler is on
the brink of despair when he is hired by Bethany Turner to
investigate her uncle’s mysterious death. Soon the Council, the
tyrannical rulers of Dis, are after him, citizens are mysteriously
disappearing and a new, powerful drug is doing the rounds...

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622534
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

BY THE KNIFE
e

+ book

Steve Partridge

John Carter is a product of the London slums. Put into male
prostitution by his mother at the age of nine, he turns to murder
when attacked outside a tavern in the docks. For the rest of his
life, he takes pleasure in torturing then killing. He runs away to sea
to escape the law and progresses to piracy. Having stolen a large
amount of Spanish gold, he is sought by the English Navy.
David Fletcher is the much-loved son of a country school teacher.
He is sent into the Navy on his father’s death and progresses to
Lieutenant whilst growing up amongst the problems of life in a
time of war. He first meets Carter when, during a struggle on the
deck of a merchant ship, Carter slashes his chest with a knife...
7

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621636
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Historical

GOOD
NEIGHBOURS

Beth Hersant

e

+ book

A tribe on the verge of starvation...
A threat from men’s oldest nightmares...
It’s time to pick a side.
Exploring the forgotten tales of our ancestors, Good Neighbours combines folklore, myth and
theology to add a new dimension to the famous historical tales of Great Britain. Touching upon
legend as well as facts, this is a comprehensive, fictionalised story that sheds light on how things
came to be.
An epic journey through the ages...
Good Neighbours is a fantasy novel woven with the fascinating past of the British population,
beginning at the Neolithic era in 7000 BC and spanning more than nine thousand years, to the
modern day. The Iron Age, Saxon Invasion and the Normans are just a few of the wide array of
topics covered in this unique novel.
Delving into the violent periods of British history, Good Neighbours has a depth of plot and
character that will prove a compelling read for fans of both history and fantasy fiction. Inspired
by authors such as Milan Kundera, Harper Lee and C. S.
Lewis, it provides an action-packed account of both the
28th April 2015
famous and forgotten aspects of British history,
9781784622251
including those that are often omitted from museum
£10.99
displays and conventional accounts. In doing so, it crafts
Paperback
a history of Britain unlike any other...
8
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Fiction – Historical

STILL THE
CICADAS SING

e

A BOY COMES OF AGE IN NAZI
OCCUPIED ATHENS

+ book

Gregory Gregoriadis

Alkinoos, an Athenian boy, is growing up in the shadow of
Parthenon, in his own innocent world.
It is the 1930s and Greece is ruled by the dictator Ioannis Metaxas.
In October 1940 Mussolini demands passage of his armies through
Greece. Metaxas refuses and Italy declares war. The Greeks are
victorious, pushing the Italians back. Seeing his Axis ally Mussolini
humiliated, Hitler invades Greece. The dreamy world of Alkinoos
turns into one of brutal occupation, of famine and executions. This
is a story of the boy’s coming of age, of romance with the enemy, a
German girl, a Circe with violet eyes. It is a story of things that are
not what they seem to be.

Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621650
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

SECRET OF THE
CATHARS
Michael Hillier
Philip Sinclair’s grandmother leaves him the unusual legacy of a
translated journal of his ancient ancestor, who was one of the four
Cathar perfecti who escaped from the castle of Montségur with the
'treasure of the Cathars' strapped to his back – a treasure that has
never been found. She also requests that he travels to the Pyrenean
fastness of le Bézu where she believes the treasure still lies.
Meanwhile, the famous young French archaeologist Jaqueline
Blontard, known as Jackie, arrives at le Bézu with her assistant to
prepare excavations as part of her new television series. Soon after
Philip arrives at le Bézu, Jackie’s assistant is killed. Suspicion
immediately falls on Philip...
9

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621759
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Fantasy

THE GIFT-KNIGHT’S
QUEST
Dylan Madeley

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784621414
Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Chandra never asked to rule Kensrik, but fate took a strange course.
Known as a usurper and sorceress and traumatised by all that has
transpired, she is forced to make use of the few loyal allies she has to
hold together her restless empire. Derek is an aimless wanderer – the
youngest in a lineage that has long fallen from nobility. He finds himself
summoned by tradition to serve a family historically considered his
bitter enemy. Duke Lenn found one true cause in love and it cost him
everything. His legacy shaped the present in which Chandra and Derek
find themselves. Now their choice will shape the future of Kensrik...
‘I absolutely love every moment I spend submerged in this world’
Pelican Freak

THE
(PHANTASMAGORICAL)
ASTRARIUM
COMPENDIUM
Mark Roland Langdale

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622374
Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Gulliver has never travelled outside Devon. He only knows his
antique emporium, filled with dusty old grandfather clocks, brass
telescopes and antique globes from the 17th century among other
things. Dreaming of maps that lead to national treasures, he longs to
go on an adventure. Then one day, in an attempt to save Beagle, his
pet Labrador, Gulliver finds himself swept away into the sea. On
waking up, he discovers he has fallen back in time, into the
miniature world of one of his antique globes. Suddenly, his life is
turned upside down.
10
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Fiction – Fantasy

TIME FOR TANECHKA
e

+ book

N. A. Millington

There are two very special 'egg timers' in the world, both capable of
transporting their handlers to any specific time they wish to visit…
or that the timer wishes them to visit. Down-and-out suicidal loner
Arthur Benjamin discovers one of these timers and unwittingly
transports Tatiana Nicolaivna, a Grand Duchess of 1918 Imperial
Russia confined to the Ipatiev House with her family, to his
sanctuary by the sea in present-day South Africa. Both equally
alarmed, confused and traumatised by the event, the two are
shocked to learn that this is not the first time in history that this
kind of occurrence has been encountered.
‘An exceptionally well-written tale’ – That’s Books

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622091
Price: £13.99
Binding: Paperback

THE REAL WORLD
e

+ book

Roy Hewetson

A spirit is graced with eternal life and always bound to tell the
truth, but that doesn’t guarantee them an existence any less corrupt
than that of the humans they despise. Hedstrong is a spirit, capable
of using human hosts to move between their world and the Real
World, his invisible home. He returns one day after his host suffers
an untimely death in a stately home to discover Antedote, another
spirit residing in the mansion and the pair quickly find friendship
and romance… until Upstart arrives.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
2030’s Woman eISBN 9781784629632 £2.99

11

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622329
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Romance

THE FAERIE TREE

Jane Cable

e

+ book

‘Jane Cable’s first novel (The Cheesemaker’s House) is intriguing from
the first page to the last’ – The Lady

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622220
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

In the summer of 1986 Robin and Izzie hold hands under The Faerie
Tree and wish for a future together. Within hours tragedy rips their
dreams apart. In the winter of 2006, each carrying their own burden
of grief, they stumble back into each other’s lives and try to create a
second chance. But why are their memories of 1986 so different?
And which one of them is right?
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Cheesemaker’s House ISBN 9781783061242 £7.99

A DIFFERENT
REFLECTION
Jane L Gibson

e

+ book

Kat Stuart has a pretty normal life. She has a great job in London
writing for a magazine and comes home every night to her beautiful
apartment and her fiancé John. Most people would envy her, but Kat
has always felt like something is missing from her life...

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622503
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Kat is given a new lead on an old property for sale called
‘Northfield’. It intrigues her that the old butler, George, still lives
there and she finds a flurry of excitement that this could be her new
story. Northfield does not disappoint in any way. She befriends
George and he tells her that he is not alone in the house, and his
tales of witches, magic and spells make Kat begin to question her
own beliefs...
12
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Fiction – Romance

AHOY FOR JOY
e

+ book

Keith Reilly

For Belfast teenager, Michael Colgan, words haven’t always come easily.
However this changes after he meets Anna, a Dutch schoolgirl, on
holiday. During their romantic, care-free, pen-pal exchanges, full of tales
of the present and hopes for the future, Michael gives no clue of his
true life, at a time when the ‘troubles’ dominated Northern Ireland.
Anna is enchanted by Michael and his words, which include poems
painting beautiful visions of idealistic Irish life as well as stories
describing the warmth and humour of the people surrounding him.
What Michael doesn’t write about is the trauma he experiences,
which leaves him all but invisible to his peers, silently suffering as
the conflict rages around him.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784622084
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

LAMPLIGHT IN THE
SHADOWS
e

+ book

Robert Jaggs-Fowler

Set in the early 1990s, Dr James Armstrong, a young, newly-qualified
GP lives with his wife, Janice, in Barminster, where he is busy laying
out plans for their future. However, his search for a medical
partnership is complicated by a long-term and persistent sense of
being called to ordination in the Church of England. Whilst
exploring the possibility of a dual professional life as a doctor and
priest, he accepts a position as a locum GP in a practice in the quiet
market town of Bishopsworth. Once there, his world is thrown into
chaos when he finds himself powerfully drawn to a beautiful young
woman, whose own marriage is failing. The result is an emotional
drama that brings into focus the underlying difficulties of his own
bleak relationship.
13

Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621582
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Poetry

COLLECTED POEMS
1959 - 2014

Michael James Cook

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622404
Price: £14.99
Binding: Hardback

This is an extensive collection of poetry covering a lifetime, from
1959 – when author Michael was 17 – to the present day. Michael
started writing poetry when a knee injury prematurely ended his
sports career – prior to which he was on Manchester City FC’s
and Lancashire CCC’s books. The anthology covers a diverse
range of themes, tones, styles and verse forms, making it both
accessible to the general public and suitable as a teaching guide for
students of the art. The subject range is broad, covering
relationships, socio-political issues, religious contemplations and
the physical world. Subjects are relayed in serious, enthusiastic,
comic or melancholic tone.

PATRIOTISM
Patricia Bamurangirwa

Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621421
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Patriotism is a poetry book for readers of all ages, nationalities and
walks of life. Touching on subjects including religion, love and hate, it
reveals how different emotions can be strong in their own unique
ways. The words in Patricia Bamurangirwa’s poetry will show readers
that it is possible to achieve your dreams, encouraging and teaching
them to have hope for tomorrow. Inspirational in nature, the poems
contain a message: that life doesn’t mind if you are rich or poor, that
we are all the same and that sometimes people can be happy or sad.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

Rwanda Yesterday ISBN 9781783060412 £9.99
My Mother’s Dreams ISBN 9781783065585 £12.99
14
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

FAT DOG

A CANINE ODYSSEY ACROSS THE
HUMAN LANDSCAPE
Krish Day
Albert is an ageing labrador. He lives with his master, the Professor,
an academic of some renown, in a small town somewhere in
Germany, a community largely untouched by history and the larger
world beyond. Much bereaved by the loss of his beloved mistress,
the Professor’s wife, Albert leads a quiet existence observing the
follies and foibles of the humans around him. The arrival of Fräulein
Breitfuss, a flamboyant young woman of dubious provenance, sends
ripples through the slumberous town. The male populace is agog, the
womenfolk suspicious... and Albert is not happy when she moves into
the Professor’s life. Neither are the locals when she attempts to
shake the community out of its lethargy with an Arts Festival.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621643
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

IT ALWAYS RAINS
ON SUNDAYS
e

+ book

Roger Johnson

Life is happy for 40-year-old poetry buff and senior librarian Colin
Quirke, happily married to Cynthia for thirteen years with two
great kids. Not so for Cynthia. Cyn is bored.
This all changes when a new, younger couple moves in next door.
Eddie and ditsy blonde Avril’s motto is ‘Life is for living!’. Wild
parties with loud music are soon followed by girls’ nights out, and
life will never be the same on the De Lacey Street cul-de-sac.
When Eddie is killed in a tragic micro-light plane accident, Cyn
consoles Avril by taking her to Miami. Next thing you know, she’s
met up with some red-haired American guy called Kevin Ranker (aka
'the home-wrecker'). Is divorce on the cards for Cyn and Colin?
15

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621803
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

UNWANTED TRUTHS
Tricia Haddon

e

+ book

Family secrets – we all have them.
But some are more devastating than others...

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784621575
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Jenny Porter knows the name of every capital city in the world, but
that doesn’t mean she has all the answers. When she discovers she is
adopted, she has nobody to turn to and, unable to trust her parents
or talk to her friends, she buries her feelings. A few years later, Jenny
is happily married. She doesn’t love her husband, but she likes him
enough to make the marriage work and raise a family. After the death
of her parents, she finds herself reunited with her childhood
sweetheart, Martin Barretti, and suddenly everything begins to
unravel...

THE PAGE
M. Jonathan Lee

e

+ book

“Amusing and poignant in equal measure; warm, witty and true to
life” – Charlie Wilson, Judge, The Novel Prize 2012

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622633
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Following a tragic car accident, Michael Sewell is alone for the first time.
The loss of his wife, Margaret, has left a hole far greater than Michael
could have imagined. Persuaded to go on holiday by his daughter Jane,
he’s at the pool when a page blown from a book sticks to his chest.
The words from the page describe in detail the exact events leading
up to the accident. Now, Michael must delve into his past and face his
future...
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Radio ISBN 9781784621292 £7.99
16
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Fiction – Modern & Contemporary

THE LITTLE
COUNSELLOR

e

+ book

Bertil Dunér

Dr Edman, a middle-aged dermatologist, has been badly battered by work and competition at a
Scandinavian research hospital. He and his wife Madeleine move to Southern Turkey in order to
reinvent his life, obtaining fast-track citizenship on account of his employment at a militaryrelated clinic. This proves a sinuous enterprise as he no longer has his strong-mindedness – only
a great deal of sensitivity and pride – and he carries his irony and idiosyncrasies too far. At the
beginning of Little Counsellor, Dr Edman arrives in England to attend a conference, but his flight
doesn’t go as smoothly as planned – he’s detained by the airport and misses the entire first day.
“You have recently got Turkish citizenship. Can you tell us about that?
Do you consider yourself a Muslim?”
Energetically I shook my head.
“Have you been in contact with any mosque here in London?”
“I know the one at Finsbury Park from the outside,” I retorted.
Quite naively I thought I had everything under control.
Once more his life will have to be reconstituted, but there is no progress in this until
Madeleine – much more eager to further his interests – intervenes. It is she who, indirectly,
sows an idea in his mind – the Ivar Foundation. Ivar is an animated little creature and in fact
Dr Edman’s sounding board, ‘Little Counsellor’. Ultimately, he takes the leading part, upstaging
even his master...
Little Counsellor is about radical life-change, exploring
how existential problems can easily invite a tint of
gloominess, while being equally humorous. It will be
enjoyed by fans of literary fiction.
17

28th March 2015
9781784622053
£10.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Plays

MURCHISON’S
FRAGMENT
AND OTHER SHORT PLAYS
FOR STAGE AND RADIO

Roger Curtis
“You’re mine in the next world, right?”
“Might come sooner than you think.”

e

+ book

Murchison’s Fragment brings together nineteen plays – mostly for stage but with three for radio
– that range from a deceptively frivolous, if macabre, 10-minute monologue to an
uncompromising 45-minute study of imprisonment and torture based upon a real-life situation.
In between are tales of ambition, greed and human frailty, here and there touching upon
horror and the supernatural. Throughout, we encounter flawed individuals getting their
comeuppance or – just as likely (and unjustly) – escaping it; elsewhere, others less deserving
succumb to forces beyond their control. Some of the plays are unambiguously and intentionally
serious: one, for example, follows the adventures of a boy within the autistic spectrum,
determined to do a good deed but failing to realise the cost of his actions; another concerns
reparations to Kenyans who suffered under the colonial administration during the Mau Mau
insurgency; a third offers a challenging and doubtless contentious interpretation of a New
Testament episode – the resurrection of Jesus.
‘Murchison’s Fragment’, which lends its title to the collection, is a story of lost opportunity set
in London and east Africa; here the protagonist unwisely allows lust to overcome reason, with
far-reaching consequences. The collection ends with a
28th April 2015
romantic love story in which a formidable barrier to a
9781784622367
fulfilling relationship unexpectedly falls away. For each
£12.99
play a synopsis is provided, with additional notes
Paperback
where there is background interest.
18
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoirs

WHO’D BE A COPPER?
e

THIRTY YEARS A FRONTLINE
BRITISH COP

+ book

Jonathan Nicholas

Follow Jonathan Nicholas in his transition from a long-haired world
traveller to becoming one of ‘Thatcher’s army’ on the picket lines of
the 1984 miner’s dispute and beyond. This astonishing true story comes
from deep in the heart of British inner-city policing and is a revealing
insight into what life is really like for a police officer, amid budget cuts,
bizarre Home Office ideas and stifling political correctness.
Hospital Beat
Kibbutz Virgin
The Tragic Romance of Africa
Oz – A Hitchhiker’s Australian Anthology

e

+ book

ISBN
ISBN
ISBN
ISBN

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

9781848767546
9781780882314
9781783061624
9781783064809

£8.99
£9.99
£7.99
£8.99

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622541
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

GODFREY ‘UCAR’
CHITALU
Jerry Muchimba

Godfrey ‘Ucar’ Chitalu traces the life story of the football player, from
his early life to his exploits in the Zambian league for Kitwe United
and the Kabwe Warriors, as well as his brushes with football
authorities. His national team career is examined in detail,
highlighting the key games he played alongside match reports and a
list of the goals he scored. The 107 goals that Chitalu scored in
1972 are documented in great detail.
The book also looks at Chitalu’s life outside football, his playing and
coaching career and gives an insight into how football was shaped
over the years in Zambia. This is the first ever biography of a
Zambian footballer.
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Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622206
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

TOKENS OF YOUTH
A JUNIOR AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Brian Fish

Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621223
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

The story starts with the author’s birth in 1920 at Chinley in the
Derbyshire Peak District. The unusual history of Chinley is traced, as
is that of the author’s family, about which unexpected discoveries are
made. The importance and influence of quarrying in the Peak District
are explained, and the author’s support for that industry is vindicated.
Education at Latymer, London, and at Wyggeston, Leicester, is
compared and contrasted. An adventurous introduction to the
mining industry is described, followed by an unorthodox arrival at
the University of Birmingham and three wartime years enjoyable
but exciting experience there. The final chapters deal with the
author’s development in the Christian faith, as well as his
enthusiasms for music, art and sport.

ALAS POOR JOHNNY
A MEMOIR OF LIFE ON AN
EXMOOR FARM
Buster Johnson (edited by Birdie Johnson)
‘Alas Poor Johnny is a splendid book. It deserves to be widely read.’
Tom Mayberry, Head of Heritage, South West Heritage Trust

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621827
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

In 1951 Buster Johnson moved from Surrey to Exmoor with her
husband Johnny, four children, a couple of dogs and a vanload of pigs
and poultry. Naturally gregarious, she exchanges a life of domestic
servants and bridge parties for a remote and spartan existence at
West Nethercote, a farm in the heart of Exmoor national park. Alas
Poor Johnny is her vivid and fascinating account of their life there,
and of farming on Exmoor in the fifties, told with a strong sense of
drama and of the absurd.
20
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

DEAR MILLIE
e

DIARY OF A SEVEN YEAR OLD
WITH CANCER

+ book

Marco Previero

Millie wakes up complaining of 'fuzziness' in her eyes. This very
quickly turns to loss of vision. Within the next two days Millie will
undergo her first eight-hour craniotomy (brain operation) to
preserve the little eyesight she has left. Within four days, by now
blind, she will be diagnosed with cancer, and within a fortnight she
will begin her first cycle of aggressive chemotherapy. Over the
course of the six months that follow, Millie will undertake two
further brain operations, three additional cycles of chemotherapy
and thirty sessions of radiotherapy – 4,000 miles away from home.
The most extraordinary diary about a seven-year-old girl and her
family, violently thrown into the most dreaded abyss.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784622022
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

THE EARLY
MORNING LIGHT
e

+ book

Edward Forde Hickey

“A wonderful collection of tales, resounding with a sense of loss
and valediction... An exquisite description of nature.”
Ben Evans, Literary Editor, Addison & Cole
While World War II was raging, thousands of children were
evacuated in the hope of protecting them from the trauma of war.
Among these children was newly-born Edward (Teddy), who was
rescued from the terror of the London Blitz and sent to live with
his grandmother in Tipperary, Ireland. He spent his childhood among
the vibrant hillside community. This is a celebration of his young life,
which was a stark contrast to those of countless other children.
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Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622398
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

PLAYING BY
THE RULES
DOESN’T
WORK
THE FIRST 49 YEARS
Louise Thomas

e

+ book

"My life started with a frantic fight to live
…and it never really stopped."
A priest was called upon to read Louise Thomas her last rites shortly after her birth. Luckily,
he wasn’t needed but Louise’s fight for survival continued as she grew up, with a quest to
make her adult life perfect. This resulted in the death of her son, the suicide of her mother
and the betrayal she suffered at the hands of others.
As a Christian, Louise found an appeal in other religions that offer hope to eternal life of the
soul through reincarnation, rather than just this one life. She delved into understanding and
then experiencing astral travelling, which helped her rise from the sheer and utter depths of
despair she felt, and found solace in the help of mediums and spiritualists. All of this helped her
to live again and make sense of her life, recognising that it was one of many she had lived
before.
"It has taken a will of iron to carry on with a smile on my face and a flicker of hope in
my heart. There is life after death, our eternal soul lives on and the clues are all there
if only we look. We need to keep our faith and above all love with all of our hearts."
28th March 2015
9781784621810
£9.99
Paperback

Playing by the rules does not work takes readers on an
excruciatingly painful journey through Louise’s life. Her
memoirs are a moving and thought-provoking read for
anyone who has had similar experiences, as well as
those are interested in the stories of others.
22
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

MAKE IT HAPPEN

JENNIFER – AN INSPIRATION TO
US ALL
Paul Roberts
Perhaps once in a lifetime we meet someone who has the ability to
inspire us in one brief meeting, who can confront not one but two
life-threatening illnesses with remarkable courage – and instil hope
in others in the face of the greatest adversity. Jennifer Roberts was
one of those people. Accomplished in defying the odds, she lived
with a kidney transplant for 29 years and terminal lung cancer for
more than 12 months. A larger than life character, she faced health
challenges and fear with good humour and the warmest of smiles.
Written by her husband Paul, Jennifer’s uplifting never-say-die story
tells of her bravery and immense determination to succeed, and
how she found true love and happiness in her life.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621797
Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

RETURN ME TO MYSELF
e

+ book

Klio Tsitsikroni

Klio Tsitsikroni shares her heart-wrenching story of growing up
in a dysfunctional family, before turning to drink and drugs to
escape the abuse and trauma of her unhappy childhood. Growing
up in the 1970s as a young, Greek gay girl meant that Klio
struggled to be accepted. Turning to self-harm – a topic not
heard of in those days – only isolated her further from the ideals
of society.
During time in rehab, Klio slowly learned to love herself and to
once again believe in her dreams. Armed with a determination to
find her first love – Cheryl – Klio fought her addiction in order
to turn her life around.
23

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622312
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

MANY A SHADOW
David Barter

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622497
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

William Turner was a country lad, born in a small farm cottage in
Oxfordshire at the end of the First World War. Before long, William
was called into the army, where he was part of the Normandy
invasion and the subsequent bitter fighting throughout France.
Detailing his life before, during and after the war, Many A Shadow
follows William from his humble beginnings – playing pranks with his
friends at his village school – through to the sleepless nights he spent
pondering the horrors he had witnessed in Normandy. Aged just 26
when he returned home, William had already lived two lives – one of a
simple country boy; another in the army on active service – but now he
must embark on a new life as a husband and father.

IT’S NEVER
EASY THESE DAYS
Gareth Holbrooke
This is a memoir about working in and managing public and private
hospitals in Britain from the late 1970s to the end of the 1990s.
During this time, a lot changed both within the country and its
healthcare system.

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622275
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

The public are well aware of the role that doctors and nurses play,
but who deals with the six foot six inch giant incensed when a sticky
'No Parking' label is placed on the windscreen of his Jaguar? Or the
woman living next door to the hospital who takes a hammer to the
hospital rounds at Christmas and election time? An eye-opening
memoir that provides a candid and sometimes comical account of
hospital life from a different perspective.
24
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoirs

THE MAN
WHO DIDN’T
GO TO
NEWCASTLE
Alison Clink
“A haunting, beautiful memoir. She palpably evokes the milieu of their
London childhood and takes us through all the twists and turns of a sibling
relationship as the years pass.”
Jonathan Wilson, memoirist
“Beautifully written and heartbreakingly moving.”
Katie Fforde, novelist

Alison’s brother Adrian had been admitted to St. George’s Hospital in Tooting with a cut hand
and low blood pressure. Tests had led to more serious concerns and he was calling on Alison
to be with him when the consultant brought results of a biopsy on his lung. Alison heeded his
call and took the train up to London the next day, only to find that the results weren’t
available. She then went back to Somerset, with no idea of what the next few months would
hold for them both.

Whilst juggling her home life – at a time when her four children still lived at home – with
long-distance hospital visiting, Alison tried her best to cope and make plans when Adrian
eventually told her that, following the results, he’d been given a year to live.
She had no idea then that he wasn’t being entirely truthful...

A unique combination of pathos, humour and an insight into what happens when ordinary lives
are faced with the extraordinary, detailing the
relationship between Alison and her brother.
28th April 2015
It is a book for anyone who has lost someone they’ve
9781784622350
cared about – or come into contact with the hospital
£10.99
superbug, C.diff., which, along with a heart attack, killed
Paperback
Adrian before the cancer could.
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoirs/ Religion

A SCION OF HEROES
Stuart McCulloch

e

+ book

This fast-moving narrative, taking place in the Regency era, brings
to life contemporary issues of empire and international conflict
and explores some of the major social issues of the time, such as
colonialism and slavery.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621377
Price: £18.99
Binding: Hardback

It vividly recreates the intimate life of a man on the edge of upperclass society, who became embroiled in the tumult of duels and
adulterous liaisons. Drawing heavily on meticulously researched,
fully notated and fully referenced primary material, the book ranges
from the American Revolutionary War to the life of a naval officer
in the fight against the tyranny of Napoleon, sharing the triumphs
and hardships of life ashore and on board a man o’ war.

A WORD BEFORE
LEAVING
A FORMER DIPLOMAT’S
WELTANSCHAUUNG
John Pedler

e

+ book

“(John) puts a thousand stories together and makes
elegant and convincing sense of them.”
Sir Crispin Tickell, GCMG

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622237
Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

This book is for all those worldwide with an interest in foreign
affairs who are increasingly concerned about climate change/overpopulation, and the spread of religious violence – fearing that the
world’s politicians may be taking us in the wrong direction. John
Pedler joined the British Diplomatic Service in 1951 and has ever
since been involved with foreign affairs. This is his weltanschauung
(world-view), a new genre, in which he sets out how he has come
to see our world and what may lie beyond.
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Non-Fiction – Religion

BELIEFS
AND THE WORLD THEY HAVE
CREATED

e

+ book

Jamie Cawley

An accessible, objective understanding of what the major ‘beliefs’ are about.
The major beliefs include: Polytheism, Judaism, Daoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity,
Islam, Nationalism, Communism and Environmentalism. All have over 100 million followers and
the full structure of faith-determined behavioural guidance.
On every page of Beliefs, there is a quotable fact. Did you know that Socrates couldn’t read or
write, or that Confucius did not believe in God or Gods? That the term ‘Capitalism’ was
invented by Communists, and that according to the original Bible Hebrew, many Gods made
the world? There is a rich tapestry of informative and entertaining information, from naming
the first person to envisage God as we do now, to the fact that writing began as a legal and
accounting tool, 2,000 years before it was used to tell stories.
Whether you want to know more about just one belief or about all of them, Beliefs presents
ideologies and religions together, showing their links and answering frequently asked
questions like: What is it that drives some believers to act in whatever way? What do
religions say about homosexuality? Why did people become Communists? What is Buddhism?
and so on.
Suitable for anyone looking for a quick
grounding on the major beliefs, Beliefs is a
fascinating read that will appeal to those
interested in religion, current affairs, history
and politics.
27

28th May 2015
9781784622510
£9.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Philosophy

THE FREE WILL
DELUSION

HOW WE SETTLED FOR THE
ILLUSION OF MORALITY
James B. Miles

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621698
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Expanding on work described as “crucial” and “very fine and
provocative” by the Editor of The Oxford Handbook of Free Will,
author James Miles now shows not only that free will is a delusion
but that it is this delusion that has left us with only the illusion of
morality. Belief in free will means never having to acknowledge
your own great good fortune, or recognise the far greater
misfortune of others. It is the conceit of freedom of the will that
today ensures that so many at the bottom are denied any chance
of social and economic advancement. Some free will theorists
even argue that we need not be concerned with ideals of equality,
fair play and opportunity. Is this fair?

REFLECTIONS OF A
SCEPTIC
M L Gelman

e

+ book

Where do we come from? Who are we? And most importantly,
where are we heading? Reflections of a Sceptic attempts to
distinguish the known and verifiable from the possible but
unverified and the ever mysterious. This light philosophy peppered
with gentle irony seeks a perspective into the totality of existence,
life and humanity and with the insights gained invites the reader to
chart a course for the greater good.
Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621599
Price: £8.50
Binding: Paperback

Most of us are so involved in our daily lives with matters of family,
work and society that we pay no attention to the wider picture
necessary to make wise decisions for our future. Michael Gelman
expresses some unconventional views as to why this may be, for
which of course he makes no apology.
28
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Non-Fiction – Self-Help & Personal Development

SOUL BYTES

VOL. 1 – TO TRULY BE

S. A. Mallory
Soul Bytes: Vol. 1 – To Truly Be is a self-help book for people who don’t
have time to read self-help books. It comprises 180 simple thoughts
and is the first of S. A. Mallory’s four-part ‘Soul Bytes’ series. The
book speaks about a panoply of topics, including kindness, truth, love,
forgiveness, grief, depression, confidence and self-esteem. It is written
in a style that is accessible to people of all ages.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621728
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

‘Love is something you find yourself giving.’
‘A day seized starts with an hour seized. A life wasted starts with
a day wasted.’
‘Everyone is capable of unkindness at moments of stress or
weakness. Understanding is a shield for the heart.’

A VIEW FROM A LAKE
BUDDHA, MIND AND FUTURE

e

+ book

Neil Hayes

A View From A Lake: Buddha, Mind and Future explains how to train
our minds to attain lasting contentment. Drawing on the original
and most powerful source of mind training – the word of the
Buddha – Neil Hayes takes the reader on a journey from ancient
India to contemporary Western psychology and the Internet age.

This thought-provoking new book gives a detailed practical guide to
meditation using the techniques that the Buddha himself used, and
explains his psychology clearly and in the context of what
psychologists know about the mind today. The beauty of this mind
training is that it delivers benefits immediately, so the reader need
take nothing on trust.
29

Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784622176
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Self-Help & Personal Development

HOW TO MANAGE
DESPITE YOUR BOSS
Erwin Hohn & Adi Nell

e

+ book

Having problems with your boss? You’re not alone.
This is how to make it happen in spite of your boss!

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784621629
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

Has your boss hired you to make changes, but stands in your way?
Does he see himself as the final authority because of his ‘unique
experience’ in his ‘unique market’? Perhaps you’ve joined an
organisation and can see its potential is huge, but your boss won’t
allow change. To get things done you have to go through him, and he’s
having none of it. How to Manage Despite Your Boss outlines common
causes for your frustration and explains how you can begin to
address the concepts that you’ll need to master in order to succeed.

STEP OUT STEP UP
STAND OUT

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR LIFE IN 3
EASY STEPS
Ulf Brackmann
The #1 Dreamsfacilitator™ – author Ulf Brackmann – is truly
passionate about helping you create the brilliant life you deserve by
removing your negative emotions and limiting beliefs that are
holding you back. Using many innovative techniques, including NLP,
Ulf empowers you to take conscious and unconscious control of
your world so that you can create the life of your dreams.
Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621476
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

No matter what stage you are at in your life – whether you are just
beginning, or whether you have reached the pinnacle of success – this
book can provide you with the tools to create the brilliant life that
you deserve, not only benefiting you, but also those you hold dear.
30
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Non-Fiction – Self-Help & Personal Development

UNBEATABLE
WINNING WAYS

THE COMPASS TO THE
WORLD OF CHAMPIONS
Dapo Abe
Full of life-changing principles and inspiring success stories,
Unbeatable Winning Ways is a motivational and uplifting book,
designed to help readers reach their full potential. In this
resource, intriguing case studies of great champions are
incorporated to demonstrate how they worked their way up from
ground zero. In a world where people are unhappy and striving
to succeed, Unbeatable Winning Ways includes the principles and
practices to help readers become highly efficient and successful,
using some of the best techniques from around the world. Dapo
Abe’s easy to follow, step-by-step guide will change readers’ lives
for the better, forever.

Published: 28th May 2015
ISBN: 9781784622527
Price: £15.99
Binding: Paperback

RECONNECTING WITH
THE HEART
e

+ book

Anne Dickson

We categorise feelings as either negative or positive, which means
that we censor the expression of some while insisting on others.
Learning to understand the whole range of emotions – what they
are, where they come from, why we have them – helps us learn
when and how to communicate them effectively. Reconnecting with
the Heart helps the reader to become more conscious of the mindbody link, both in terms of how to recognise emotions and also in
their connection to various physical symptoms. The book also
demonstrates how to be less uncomfortable or anxious.
Author of the bestselling A Woman in Your Own Right.
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Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621551
Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Self-Help & Personal Development

BE THE
HUMAN
SUNSHINE

FUTURE YOU JOURNEY
JOURNAL

Clare Bostock
More often than not, we are looking at changing the world, but often we do not look within
to see what we can change within ourselves. Change begins with us.
Be the Human Sunshine is not a fluffy, girl’s best friend. It is rather an intimate place where real
life struggles, disappointments, weariness, sorrow and joy are roads travelled, experienced and
documented to prompt change. It is a space for the reader to have an intimate relationship
with a paper friend – kept for personal use or shared with family and friends.
This journal offer readers the chance to write their own book. Used as a written vision
board, notes, jottings and pictures can be added, assisting both emotionally and spiritually to
mend relationships and achieve dreams and goals. Full of beautiful illustrations and thoughtprovoking questions, it provides inspiration and motivation to open readers’ hearts to
change, celebrate joy in life and be glad for all they have experienced, knowing that the best is
yet to come.
Regular journaling has many benefits and is an invaluable tool: it reduces stress, promotes
healing and encourages personal and spiritual growth. Be the Human Sunshine provides an
outlet for this, making it possible for readers to capture their life story and reveal different
aspects of themselves in order to deal with the many trials of life.
28th April 2015
9781784620318
£10.99
Paperback

Similar to Peter Coxon’s Dear Future You books, this
journal makes a great companion and collector’s item
for anyone looking to make positive life changes. It is
the first in a collection of books from Clare Bostock.
32
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Non-Fiction – Business & Education

THE MOBILITY
REVOLUTION

e

ZERO EMISSIONS, ZERO
ACCIDENTS, ZERO OWNERSHIP

+ book

Lukas Neckermann

We stand at the cusp of a mobility revolution unlike anything we
have seen since the days of Gottlieb Daimler and Henry Ford, 130
years ago. Three massively significant and converging automotive
trends – electrification, self-driving technology and car-sharing – will
together transform the way we live, work, and move about in our
increasingly urban environment. The impact will go beyond the
automotive industry and its suppliers – urban infrastructure,
construction, logistics – and even local cafés will need to think and
operate differently. Based on countless interviews, the book is
highly current and thoroughly researched.

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622473
Price: £9.90
Binding: Paperback

THE NUTS AND BOLTS
OF VOCATIONAL
TRAINING AND
ASSESSMENT
Eric Baker
Building on your subject knowledge and skills, this is a practical
guide to training for employment and enjoyment. Its authority
comes from his past training experiences and personal development
as a vocational trainer. Starting from the basic principles, it takes the
reader through the intricacies of providing training courses in a
step-by-step way.
This book is primarily intended to be a companion for those
studying to achieve an academic vocational qualification. As such, it
provides support by being accessible, bringing a common-sense
approach and using a sense of humour.
33

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622244
Price: £16.95
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – History

CONCHIES

Andy Ward

e

+ book

On the centenary of the Great War, we hear and read of valiant and heroic stories.
There is another story, one less spoken of.
The story of the people who refused to fight for their country.
This book provides a remarkable testimony about the experiences of conscientious
objectors and their treatment at the hands of the state. It contradicts the received view that
these objectors were treated universally brutally by the army, the prison system and the
government, and is bound to lead to a modification of the orthodox view.
Andy Ward was given access to 300 letters that had been discovered in a local family’s attic.
They record a correspondence from 1916 to the end of the war between Leonard and
Roland Payne, two brothers who chose to become conscientious objectors, and their
friends and family. The letters follow their journey as the authorities attempted to dissuade
them from their course of action, through punishment, until finally they were placed in a
situation where they could be useful.
Conchies is not a work of purely local history. Rather, it is a case study: local history in a
national context and national history in a local context. It is also a very human story, treated
with balance and thought. It will appeal to those
28th April 2015
interested in the First World War, civilian
9781784621384
experiences of the War, British social history, the
£13.99
evolving nature of public opinion and the ethical and
Paperback
moral issues of conscience.
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Non-Fiction – History

THE MYTH, THE MAFIA
AND THE MAGIC

THE HISTORY OF THE EDRADOUR
WHISKY DISTILLERY

e

+ book

Andrew Cameron

The Edradour Whisky Distillery is the smallest, longest-running
distillery in Scotland and receives over 50,000 visitors a year from all
over the world. As the last remaining distillery of its size, visitors get
a true sense of how a distillery worked in the 19th century.
Everything at Edradour is on a small scale, but the whisky is much
sought-after and is exported to over 30 countries around the world.
This book tracks the history of the distillery, from the days of illicit
distilling in the 18th century through to today and the plans that
the current owner has for the future.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621872
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

FADÓ FADÓ

MORE TALES OF LESSER-KNOWN
IRISH HISTORY

e

+ book

Rónán Gearóid Ó Domhnaill

The Irish abroad are not neglected in this collection of tales, many
of which are not widely known or have been long forgotten about.
Their stories illustrate the rich tapestry that forms Irish history...
Who was the walking gallows of Wicklow? What was it about a
cave in Donegal that attracted visitors from all over Europe? What
happened to the priest who evoked the ire of the Irish government?
This book is a must-have book for anyone interested in Irish history.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Fadó ISBN 9781783061976 £12.00
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Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622305
Price: £14.00
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Film Guides

TOOKEY’S TALKIES

144 GREAT FILMS FROM THE LAST
25 YEARS
Christopher Tookey

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621988
Price: £.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

Christopher Tookey has seen at least 10,000 films. For eight years,
he was TV and then film critic for the Sunday Telegraph. For twenty
years, he was sole film critic for the Daily Mail and the world’s most
popular internet newspaper, Mail Online. In 2013, he won the award
Arts Reviewer of the Year from the London Press Club. Tookey’s
Talkies celebrates 144 of the great movies of the last 25 years. They
range from movies that are generally accepted through to films
Christopher liked much more than his colleagues.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Named and Shamed ISBN 9781848765603 £9.95

TOOKEY’S TURKEYS

THE MOST ANNOYING 144 FILMS
FROM THE LAST 25 YEARS
Christopher Tookey

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621971
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

e

+ book

This is a book about 144 of Christopher’ Tookey’s least favourite
movies. In his opinion, the movies we hate tell us as much about
present-day culture as our favourites. All offer insights into the
mindset of those who made or commissioned them.Virtually all make
us aware of things we might rather not know about our “culture” and
“values”, or lack thereof. Technically, movies are more advanced than
ever before; yet, paradoxically, seldom have so many wrongheaded
movies been made.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Named and Shamed ISBN 9781848765603 £9.95
36
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Children’s & Young Adult Fiction

TWO OF A MIND
e

+ book

S M Stuart

24th July 2110: When the midnight chimes end at Dez’s 16th-Eve Party
she realises she’s destined to be an 'Empty'. Her subsequent attempts
to connect with her Psyche-Twin have startling consequences and she
soon finds herself facing the worst of nightmares.
Seth has his own demons. He needs to unearth the truth about
his mother’s death and enlists Dez to help in deciphering the
clues hidden in her diary. Little do they realise that they will soon
be searching for a merciless killer - one who is connected to
them by a cruel twist of fate. Unwittingly their enquiries bring
them to his attention.

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621681
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

ULTIMATE JUSTICE
e

+ book

Trevor Stubbs

“There are too few authors who write well for this market, and Stubbs
is one of them” – Church Times

The second in the ‘White Gates Adventure’ series, rejoin Jack and Jalli,
Momori and Matilda. Meet their children growing up on Planet Joh as
they once again travel the universe to previously undiscovered worlds
through the white gates the Creator provides for them. Each
adventure is a task to bring hope to people they have never met – as
well as some they already have.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
The Kicking Tree ISBN 9781783063871 £8.99
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Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784622121
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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BRUNO AND LITTLE
DONKEY
Marianne Parry
This is the heart-warming tale of a poorly treated donkey who is
beaten and overworked by his cruel master. Spending his days
carrying heavy loads of fruit and vegetables to the market place, he
is often left there without food and water in the blistering heat.
Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621674
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Attempting to get as far away as possible from the market place,
and away from their cruel masters, Bruno and Little Donkey find
themselves on a journey of discovery.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Tales of Wabasso ISBN 9781783065165 £8.99
Rusty and Friends ISBN 9781784620363 £6.99

WHAT’S THAT NOISE?

Jackie Hallmark

Published: 28th April 2015
ISBN: 9781784622169
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

A beautifully illustrated book for pre-school children that describes
the way five children dress up as woodland creatures and discover
the hidden world around them.
Gentle and soothing, What’s that noise? is easy for children to
understand and engages them in the story-telling process. Rabbit is
tired and wants to go to sleep, but there is a noise that keeps
waking her up! She visits each of her woodland friends and they try
to help Rabbit sleep in their own charming way.
The book will become a timeless classic to be treasured and reread, for young readers aged 0-5 years old.
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SNOWBIRDS
Jim Fitzsimmons
In a small Japanese mountain village, young Shoji enters an ice
carving competition. He soon finds he has a rival in Orochi, another
boy in the village, who tries to sabotage Shoji’s entry, but with the
help of his family Shoji creates a most beautiful Snowbird. Jack Frost
brings the Snowbirds to life and tells them they must travel to the
North Pole where his Grandfather will choose one of them to be
his companion.
The Prince, The Fairy and the Fouly

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
ISBN 9781783062331 £7.99

Published: 28th March 2015
ISBN: 9781784621889
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

RUNNING ONE
THOUSAND MILES
Robin Campbell
Captain Robert Barclay was a Scottish long distance runner and
walker of the early 19th century known as 'the celebrated pedestrian'.
This book brings Barclay’s story to children’s historical fiction. In 1809
Barclay accepted the challenge to walk and run one thousand miles
in one thousand hours, on Newmarket Heath, with prize money of
one thousand guineas if he achieved the target. However, he was
only permitted to complete one mile in each hour and each hour
had to have one completed mile.
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
Gallipoli Guns ISBN 9781784623425 £7.99
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Published: 28th February 2015
ISBN: 9781784621605
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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